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HE Neutrinos beyond Standard Model: steriles and secret interactions

1. Introduction

Tested and verified with extremely high precision, the Standard Model of particle physics is
an elegant way of describing the relationships between particles and their interactions. However,
the neutrino sector still represents a partially un-known territory. Fundamental questions like the
nature of neutrinos (Dirac or Majorana) or the possible connection of their small masses with
physics Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) can represent possible windows on new physics. One
of the simplest additions would be extra neutrinos with a huge mass. These extra neutrino species
are named sterile in the sense they are singlets for the gauge group since they do not standard
interact with the other particles, except for gravity. Their masses are usually postulated heavy, but
lighter sterile neutrinos are anyway possible. Another possible extension of the standard model is
represented by new kind of interactions, usually referred as secret interactions (SI), involving both
active and sterile neutrinos. We can use different environments and so different information to
test and verify sterile neutrinos and secret interactions. A the same time we could have the unique
opportunity trough these newmessengers to decipher themysteries of theUniverse and astrophysical
sources. Limits on neutrino SI can be set by observations of laboratory processes. Even if the
neutrinos are not detected directly, their presence can be inferred by precise measurements of
other particles. Among them very important are laboratory constraints come from meson decays.
A very promising opportunity to test secret interactions and also sterile neutrinos is represented
by neutrinos from astrophysical sources that travel a long distance through the Cosmic Neutrino
Background (CNB). Finally, an important arena to test these exotic scenario is the Early Universe,
being density to different neutrino properties at different epochs [3–6]. In this work we present
possible observable features in high ( below 100 PeV) and ultrahigh energy (comsogenic) neutrino
fluxes due to active-sterile secret interactions mediated by a new pseudoscalar particle, that can be
measurable in current and future experiments [1, 2].

2. THE MODEL

Our idea is a a particular scheme of SI, where the new interaction, mediated by a new pseu-
doscalar boson, involves both active and sterile neutrinos. Schematically, extremely energetic active
neutrinos, during their path to Earth, can collide with a relic neutrino of the CNB producing a flux
of sterile neutrinos. As a consequence, the final active fluxes can show a measurable depletion,
called absorption, possibly observable in present and future experiments, depending on the energy
of colliding neutrino. Assuming that neutrinos are described by Majorana spinors and considering
just one sterile neutrino aB coupling with the active ones, and considering negligible active-sterile
mixing, the new interaction involving active and sterile neutrinos is given by

LSI =
∑
U

_U aUW5aBi , (1)

where U = 4, `, g and _U are dimensionless free couplings, the free parameters of the model,
providing an ample freedom of choice for our model. In our investigation we therefore consider
two benchmark cases: the most natural possibility is _4 = _` = _g , since it preserves lepton
universality. However, also the case in which only _g ≠ 0 is very interesting since it will result only
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Figure 1: Diagram for the secret interaction of active and sterile neutrinos mediated by a new pseudoscalar
boson.

very weakly constrained by mesons decay leading therefore to larger effects on the astrophysical
fluxes.

As mentioned in [1], the cross section for the active-sterile collisions shows a resonance in the
t-channel: a sterile neutrino with momentum ?, colliding with a fixed active neutrino, can decay
producing an active neutrino and a scalar mediator which is then exchanged with the active neutrino.
The resonance condition C = "2

i , for the energy of the final sterile and of active neutrino, reads:

� 8B =
<2
8
+ <2

B − "2
i

2<8
, � 80 =

√
?2 + <2

B +
<2
8
− <2

B + "2
i

2<8
, (2)

where <8 is the mass of the 8−th active neutrino, "i is the mass of the pseudoscalar i and <B is
the mass of the sterile neutrino. Since <8 � <B, "i , from eq. (2) it follows that the resonance
condition can be satisfied for positive energies if <B > "i .

3. CONSTRAINTS

The proposed model could be subject to different constraints. We examine in detail the
constraints on the secret interactions parameter space, coming both from laboratory experiments
and from cosmological and astrophysical observations.

In the simple extension of the Standard Model under consideration, we introduce two new
species of matter: the scalar field i and the sterile neutrino aB. Our model is then parametrized by
the set

(_U, "i , <B) . (3)

The results of this analysis suggest a region of interest in the parameters 10 MeV< <B, "i < 1
GeV.

• Laboratory bounds: Mesons can decay leptonically as " → aℓℓ, where " represents
a meson (c+,  +, �+) and ℓ = 4, `, g depending on the meson. The interaction given in
eq. (1) opens new leptonic 3 and 4 body decay channels: " → aBℓi and " → aBℓaℓ′aB.
In this regard, we would like to remark that our assumption of small active-sterile mixing
angle is crucial, since it prevents the appearance of new decay channels such as " → aℓ′ℓi.
Concerning the process " → aBℓi, it becomes possible only if the corresponding _ℓ ≠ 0;
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Figure 2: Exclusion contours in the "i − <B plane for different values of the coupling _ = _4 = _` = _g ,
for the choice of equal flavor coupling: the region below the contours is excluded.

moreover, it is kinematically allowed only if <B + "i . <" − <ℓ , where <" is the mass
of the decaying meson and <ℓ the mass of charged lepton ℓ. A lower limit on <B + "i

arises from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis as discussed below. In the case of the four-body decay,
" → aBℓaℓ′aB, the kinematics only constrains the mass of the sterile neutrino. In particular,
the decay is kinematically allowed if 2<B . <" − <ℓ If _ < 1,the rate for four-body decay
will be smaller by a factor of _2 compared to the three-body decay1. We therefore expect
that the four-body decay can relevantly change the exclusions in the parameter space only if
_ = 1.

Considering as example the Kaon decay into the muon channel, both the processes  + →
`iaB and  + → `aBaBa

′
ℓ should be observed as  → ` + missing energy. We use then

the closer Kaon decay process reported into PDG [7], namely  → `aaa, to constrain our
processes imposing that the branching ratio to this channels should be smaller than 2.4×10−6

[7]. In Fig. 2 we consider the case _4 = _` = _g = _ and we show the region excluded
by Kaon decay in the "i − <B plane for various values of the coupling. We observe that
for _ ≥ 0.01 and (<B or"i) & 30"4+ , then the correction to Kaon decay is within the
experimental bound. Concerning the four-body decay channel, this produces a bump in the
right part of the exclusion contours, constraining <B, and is relevant only for _ = 1.

The case of only _g ≠ 0 is unconstrained frommeson physics and even for value of _g ∼ O(1)
the only relevant bound in the "i − <B plane comes from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis as we
will see below.

• Cosmological bounds: A first constraint comes from the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN)
epoch and specifically from the requirement that there are no extra relativistic species at the
moment of the BBN. This naturally happens if the new introduced species i and aB are non
relativistic and in thermal equilibrium before and during BBN. Indeed, their distributions

1By _ we mean the larger of the three couplings _U.
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will be then Boltzmann suppressed by a factor of 4−</)BBN , where )BBN ' 1 MeV, and
will not count as extra degree of freedom. Another constraint comes from the requirement
that the active neutrinos should remain free-streaming (not collisional) at the time of the
formation of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) at temperature of the Universe
around eV. Limiting ourselves to an order of magnitude estimate of the rates of the relevant
processes involving active neutrinos as a result of new interactions, we explore which portion
of the parameter space is effectively constrained. Using an effective coupling _, chosen
as the largest coupling between the three flavours, the cosmological limits are satisfied for
<B & 10MeV and "i & 10MeV.

• Astrophysical bounds: Supernovae neutrinos with energies of order of tens or hundreds of
MeV can produce non relativistic sterile neutrinos which could escape the supernova giving
rise to an observable energy loss. Computing the mean free path of the sterile neutrino
inside the core and considering the threshold luminosity of the supernova SN 1987A, we
have numerically verified that he model we consider is not constrained by supernova data for
<B and " larger than 10 MeV.

4. NEUTRINO FLUXES AND TRANSPORT EQUATION

Active-sterile neutrino interaction can be relevant at very different energy scales depending on
the mass of the scalar mediator i: the energy scale at which the process of absorption over neutrinos
from the Cosmic Neutrino Background (CNB) happens resonantly at energies around "2

i/<U. For
an active neutrino mass of 0.1 eV, we find that this energy scale can range from PeV to energies
of order 104 PeV in the selected parameter space. Close to the PeV scale, the dominant source of
neutrinos is expected to be constituted by galactic and extragalactic astrophysical sources, such as
Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) and Gamma Ray Bursts (GRB). The details of the emitted neutrino
spectra are sensitive to the physics of the sources. However, a good fit to the observed IceCube data
in the region below the PeV is represented by a simple PL spectrum . Therefore, in this range of
energy, we discuss the effect of the new interaction on a PL spectrum with parameters obtained by
the fit to the IceCube data given in [8]. At higher energies, from 100 PeV, there are no experimental
data on the neutrino flux. It is expected that a dominant source of neutrinos should have cosmogenic
origin for which we use as a reference the spectrum proposed in [9] which constitutes a lower bound
for the cosmogenic neutrino spectrum.

Because of the secret interactions, active neutrinos can collide with active neutrinos from the
CNB, producing sterile neutrinos and thereby causing a depletion of the flux observable at Earth.
The transport equation for active neutrinos is in principle coupled to the transport equation for
sterile neutrinos, since the secret interactions produce sterile neutrinos which can in turn collide
with other CNB neutrinos to regenerate part of the original flux. The form of these equations has
been given in [1], and we reproduce it here for the generalized multiflavor case. We define with
Φ8 (I, �) the flux of active neutrinos in the 8th (8 = 1, 2, 3) mass eigenstate per unit energy interval
per unit solid angle at a redshift I, while ΦB (I, �) denotes the flux of sterile neutrinos, where in
absence of mixing the sterile mass eigenstate is indicated with B. The flux at Earth is connected with
the flux at generic redshift by the relation 3qa

3�3Ω
= Φ(0, �). We write separate equations for the
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mass eigenstates because, as discussed in [1], the propagation is diagonal in the mass eigenstates,
given the path between collisions much larger than the oscillation lengths. In other words, due to
the very fast oscillations caused by mixing, in between two collisions, a neutrino decoheres to mass
eigenstates.

With negligible mixing between the active and the sterile neutrinos, we have no interest in the
sterile flux at Earth, so the transport equation for active neutrinos take the form:

� (I) (1 + I)
(
mΦ8 (I, �)

mI
+ mΦ8 (I, �)

m�

�

1 + I

)
= =(I)f8Φ8 (I, �)

−
∫

3� ′ΦB (I, � ′)
3fB0

3�
(� ′→ �)=(I) − d(I) (1 + I) 5 (�)b8 , (4)

where 5 (�) is the neutrino spectrum produced and b8 the fraction of neutrinos produced at the
source in the 8th mass eigenstate, produced at the source. f8 denotes the cross section for the
collision of an 8th mass eigenstate with a CNB neutrino. Correspondingly, 3fUV

3�
(� ′ → �) is the

cross section for the production of a V neutrino with energy � after the collision of a U neutrino
with energy � ′ with a CNB neutrino. A simplification to numerical deal with this equation is to
neglect the regeneration term representing the replenishment of the active flux by the collisions
of daughter sterile neutrino with a cosmic neutrino (term ∝ 3fB0

3�
(� ′ → �)). Indeed, adopting

a perturbative approach, we found that both cosmogenic and astrophysical fluxes are practically
unaffected by regeneration.

5. OBSERVABLE DEPLETIONS

We are ready now to discuss the results we obtained, namely the possible absorption features
for astrophysical neutrinos and for cosmogenic ones which could be observable in present and
future experiments, as consequence of secret active sterile neutrino interaction. Starting with an
astrophysical power law flux in the range below 100 PeV, in the left panel of Fig.3 we show the
astrophysical all flavor neutrino power law spectra in absence of SI, black continue curve, and in two
cases of secret interaction corresponding two different coupling choices, namely _0 5 (where 0 5
denotes all flavors), or _4 = _` = 0 and _g ≠ 0, together with the IceCube HESE data. Remarkably,
In the case in which the mediator only couples to tau neutrinos, the constraints from mesons decay
are irrelevant and we can also consider lower masses for "Φ. We can infer that this possibility is
already testable using IceCube data while the first case is essentially undistinguishable from the
power- law in the energy range probed by IceCube. For the case of flux of cosmogenic neutrino,
produced by the interaction of cosmic rays with the CMB photons, and which are relevant at higher
energies, the absorption effect is most important for higher masses of the sterile neutrino and of
the scalar mediator. In this part of the parameter space, the constraints from mesons decay are
substantially irrelevant, so there is no need to distinguish between differente curling cases. So in
the right panel of Fig.3 we show, for _0 5 = 1, the expected cosmogenic in the case of pure protonic
cosmic rays, in absence of secret interactions (continuous light green curve) and in presence of secret
interactions for some benchmark values of the scalar mediator mass while the value of the sterile
mass if fixed in all the cases. Larger masses for the mediator correspond to weaker absorption.
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Figure 3: Left panel: astrophysical all flavor neutrino power law spectra: the thick line is the flux with
no interaction, while the dotted line corresponds to the case of _0 5 = 1 and the dashed one denotes the
case _g = 1. The experimental points are the IceCube HESE data. Right panel: effects on the cosmogenic
spectrum expected in the case of proton cosmic rays, where the continuous green curve is the cosmogenic
spectrum in the absence of secret interactions while the dashed, dot-dashed and dotted lines are the spectrum
for different combinations secret interactions. The sensitivity of the GRAND experiment, the 90% C.L.
of PAO, the integrated sensitivity of GRAND after 10 years of data and the sensitivity of the ARIANNA
experiment are also shown.
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